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It is presented here a general result of compactness for Kiithe spaces of vector 
valued functions. In particular cases one obtains known results for Lebesgue, 
Orlicz, and Lebesgue-Bochner spaces and also new results for Orlicz spaces of 
vector valued functions. 42 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
By Kothe normed spaces one understands linear normed subspaces of 
measurable real functions ordered in a natural way and such that 
l]fil < llgll if IfI < lgl. So those spaces are normed lattices. But there are 
function spaces of vector functions which are not ordered, e.g., the 
Lebesgue-Bochner spaces L$ which are the sets of all measurable vector 
functions for which f lif(t)]l p &(t) < cc ; i.e., the functions t H Ilf(t)ll 
belong to L;. Analogously we define Orlicz-Bochner spaces. More 
generally if E is a Kiithe space of real functions and X is a Banach space 
then by E(X), we understand the family of all measurable X-valued func- 
tions for which the applications t H ilf(t)l] belong to E. However, there 
have been also examined vector function spaces which have not been of the 
type E(X), e.g., various generalizations of Orlicz spaces [7, 12-14, 181. This 
has been a motivation for introducing and studying here some general 
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vector function spaces, called Kothe spaces. Our principal goal is to 
present Kolmogorov and Riesz type criteria of compactness in such spaces. 
In preliminaries we give some basic definitions and facts concerning 
Kiithe spaces as well as theorems on compactness in normed spaces. In the 
second part we examine the problem of compactness of subsets in Kothe 
spaces. Part three is devoted to applications of results from part one to 
generalized Orlicz spaces of vector functions, called Musielak-Orlicz 
spaces. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be a locally compact abelian group, 28(G) the a-algebra of Bore1 
subsets of G, and p the Haar measure defined on 3?(G). We denote by 
X(G) the family of compact subsets of G and by 2&(G) the family of Bore1 
subsets of G with finite measure. Let (X, 11. I/) be a separable Banach space 
and X’ the strong dual to X. By A(G, X) denote the family of all strongly 
measurable functions f: G +X. For every A E 93(G) and every family 
.iy c ./&‘(G, X), put 
where xA is the characteristic function of A and flA is the restriction of f 
to A. Let Lk c &(G, X) be the Lebesgue-Bochner space with the norm 
llfll I = JG lIf(r)ll 4(f) and L; c JZ(G, X) be the space of all essentially 
bounded strongly measurable functions from G to X with the norm 
ll.fll J = su~,,~ ess Ilf(f)ll. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A Banach space (A,, I/ IIn,) c JZ( G, X) is said to be a 
Kothe space if it possesses the following properties. 
(a) xA,f’~,IX for all AEC~(G) andfE/iX; 
(b) for all A, BE%?(G) with A c B and for all ,feA,Y. 
(c) for every A E go(G) the embeddings 
x‘4L.G ~XflffX~XALIY 
are continuous with respect to the norms I/ . I/ J , I/ . )I ,, ~, and /I I/, , respec- 
tively. 
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In the following denote by K, and mA constants in the above embed- 
dings, i.e., 
IkJll 1 Oh Il~~flL~ and II~afllnx~K~ llx~fll oo) 
for each f E JI, and A E .9$(G). 
In the next definition we introduce some important subspaces of /i,. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A linear subspace n $ of /i, is called a subspace of 
continuous elements, if A> contains all functions from /1, with absolutely 
continuous norm, i.e., 
fEA$ iff ,lm, fXA = 0 and liFfb=f 
along the increasing net (for inclusion) of sets from 93,JG). 
By &!(G, Xj) denote the space of all functions weak*-measurable 
g : G + X’ ; i.e., for every x E X, the functions t H (x, g(t) ) are measurable. 
For f E A(G, X) and gE &(G, Xi) the function (f, g) : t + (f(t), g(t)) is 
measurable. See, e.g., Castaing-Valadier [2, Theorem 111.221. 
DEFINITION 1.3. The space 
/i$;={g~~%‘(G,X~):(f,g)~L~foreveryf~,4~J 
is called an associate space to A,. 
It is easy to see that A); is not reduced to zero because xAx’ E A$; for 
every x’ E X’, by property (c) of /i,. Moreover, for every g E “2 the 
application 
/p/-s, (f(t), g(t)>&(t) (fEAx) 
is a linear continuous functional defined on A,. 
Indeed suppose 1, is not continuous. There exists a sequence f, E A, such 
that Iif, 1) nX < 1 and lg( f,) 2 2”. Putting A, = { t E G : (f,(t), g(t) ) < 0) and 
?Jt)=xGiA.fn, we have (g(~),~J~)>20 and Tn~Ax and Il~nlln,~l by 
properties (a) and (b) of /1,. Moreover, 2"<4(f,)<j, <~,AI), g(t)> 4(t) 
= l,(Tn). Therefore, without loss of generality we can and do suppose 
(f,,g)~OforallnE~.Leth=C,“=,2~“f,.Itbelongston,becausethe 
sequence (C;= r 2 pnf,)m is a Cauchy sequence in A,. So ( g, h ) E Lk 
because g E A%;. But by the other hand 
Z,(h) =s f 2-“(f,,(t), g(t)) dp(t) > f 2”2-” = 03, 
Gn=l II=1 
which contradicts h E A,. So 1, is continuous on A,. 
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DEFINITION 1.4. It is said that /‘lc; is a norming subspace of the dual n ‘\ 
if the functional 
defines an equivalent norm to II.11 nx in the space A,,,. 
For our convenience recall some general theorems on compactness in 
Banach spaces. 
THEOREM 1.5. (i) (See Phillips [S].) Let X be a Banach space and 
TD : X + X a generalized sequence of continuous linear operators such that 
lim,, Tflx = x for every x E X. If a set KC X is relatively compact then 
( 1) TfiK is relatively compact in X, 
(2) lims supxtK 11 TDx - XII = 0. 
The converse is true without the assumption lim, Tljx = x for every x E X. 
(ii) (See [S, 11.) Let fp, f: S-t X, where S is an arbitrary set and 
( fP) a generalized sequence. Zf limb ffi(s) = f (s) in X untformly for s E S and 
if each fp(S) is relatively compact (resp. relatively weakly compact), then 
f(S) is relatively compact (resp. relatively compact). 
THEOREM 1.6 (Ascoli). Let S be a compact Hausdorff space, F a 
Hausdorff locally convex space, and VP(S) the space of continous functions 
f: S -+ F, endowed with the topology of uniform convergence. Then a set 
H c WF(S) is relatively compact tff the following two conditions are satisfied. 
- H is equicontinuous, 
or 
in F.-f 
every s E S, the set H(s) = {f(s): ,f E H} is relatively compact 
2. COMPACTNESS IN A, 
We will consider convolution and translation operators on A,. In the 
following let V be a basis of compact, symmetric neighbourhoods of zero 
in G. For each VE V choose a function p “: G -+ R + = [0, + cc [ which is 
measurable, bounded, not identical to zero, and vanishes outside of V. Let 
VE Y”, KE x(G). For f E A,, define the operators 
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Tvf(t) = (f* P v)(t) = j f(s) P v(t - s) 44s), teG 
G 
T,, vf(f) = T,(f)(t) At) = (f * TV) x/At), ZEG 
ThfW =f(t + h), hEG, tEG 
ThKf(t) =f(t + h) ~4th hEG, tEG. 
It is evident that all the operators act from A, to &(G, X). The following 
proposition gives a connection between convolution and translation 
operators. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
Th:A 
Suppose A); is a norming subspace of Aly, T,: A, + A, and 
X + A,. Moreover let So p”(t) dp(t) = 1. Then there exists a constant 
c > 0 such that 
II Tvf II n, 6 c sup II Thf II nx 
he V 
IITvf-fll..6csu~ II~hf-fIln,, 
ht V 
IlT,c,vf-fll/ixGcsu~ lITif -fll,i, 
he V 
are satisfied for every f E A,. 
Proof: We shall show only the third inequality. For every g E A$; c A> 
with l(gll,,; 6 1, we have 
I I<T,c,vf(t)-f(t), g(t))1 &(t) G 
- s PA-s)f(t)WL g(t)> 4(t) G 
= Mt)f(t-s)--f(t)) TV&, g(t)> h(t) 
= ((xAflf(t--)-f(t)) PI/(S), g(t)> 44s) 44t) 
Gs, ” s, P (s) ( I (TiS(f )(t) -f(t), s(t)>1 4(t)) 4.4) 
-p,jG Wi:ff-.h g)lh. 
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Since il$ is a norming subspace of A>, the above computation shows that 
there exists a constant c>O such that the third inequality is satisfied. 
The next two lemmas describe some important properties of the operator 
T,., 
LEMMA 2.2. For K E .X(G) and VE ^/ 
(i ) the operator T,, c, : A,. + A, is linear and continuous : 
(ii) the fimction T,, ,,,f’l K: K -+ A’ is continuous .fbr ever]’ f’E A *. .I 
Proof: (i) Applying the properties of the space ,4,, there exists 2,. 
B, . and nzF. in 10, + co [ such that 
< cxK sup ess i lI.f(.~)ll ~1 (t-s) 411((x) x,t(d K ,+ I’ 
for every ,f E A X, which shows the continuity of T,,,,. 
(ii) If pP is of the form xa where A c I’. .4 E.%(G). then for t,, t?~ K, 
it holds that 
II L J’U, I- T,, dIt2)ll d j IUW IX,, Ad - z,, .J.s)I 44.4 G 
6 ! A, ,(,- ,4, lI.I‘(~~)ll 44s). (2.1.1 I 111 “ 
Since (t,-A)d(t2-A)cK+ Vandf K+ v l~,f(.s)ll dp(s) < ZG, for every E > 0 
there exist S > 0 and WE Y such that p[itl ~- A) d(t, - A)] < (5 if 
fI - t, E W and hence jcI, pA,dtfZ A, llf(~)ll 44.~1 <E. 
If p 1 is a simple function then T,, v f is continuous, by the first step. 
If pc. is arbitrary, i.e., nonnegative, bounded, and vanishing outside k’ 
then there exists a sequence (p”,) of simple functions converging uniformly 
to pb- with their supports included in V. So supIEC, Ip;l.(t)--p,,(r)/ <C for 
suffkiently large m E N. Then 
ll(.f* G)(t) XK(t)- (f* Pv)(t) XK(f)lI 6 c ll.f(.~)ll Ip’,%t-s)-p,(t-s)l 4dsv) <Em,+, ll.fli ,, (2.1.21 “A+ I 
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for every t E G. So (f * p”,)(t) tends to T,, Yf(t) uniformly for t E K. Then 
T K, y is continuous on K. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let KEX(G) and VEY. Zf HcA, is such that HI,,, is 
bounded in Lil,, y and uniformly integrable, then T,“(H) is equicon- 
tinuous in the space gx(K) of continuous functions from K to X. 
Proof If p y is a characteristic function, i.e., p y = xA where A c V and 
A E .3?(G), then by inequality (2.1.1) and equiintegrability of the set HI K+ y, 
there exists WE Y such that 
forallfEHIK+y, if ti - t, E W. Hence, if p V is a simple function with sup- 
port included in V, then T,,. (H) is equicontinuous. In the general case let 
(p;) be the same sequence as in the preceding lemma. Let E>O be 
arbitrary and fixed. There exists m E N, similarly as in (2.1.2) such that 
sup sup II (f * P’X~) - (f * P v)(t)ll “;y; j-+ y Ilf (s)ll 44s). 
fEKfEH 
There exists WE “V such that 
sup II(f * Pxtl) - (f * Pmy)(~*)II G 8
fsH 
if t, - t, E W, because {f * p”y :f E HI K+ ,,} are equicontinuous. Hence for 
t,, t, E K and t, - t, E W, it holds that 
sup IIT,Y~(~~)-T~,~~(~~)II~suP Il(f*Pv)(t,)-(f*p~)f(t~)/I 
fcH feH 
+ sup ll(f* G)(t1)- (f* PXt*)ll 
ftH 
+sup Il(f* PXQ- (f* PvNt*)Il 
feH 
< 2E sup f 
E 
H JK+ y Ilf(s)ll 44s) + &, 
which proves equicontinuity of T,, Y(H), because HI K+ y is bounded in 
z&t V’ 
The following lemma is the main step in the study of compactness. 
Denote by X, the vector space X equipped with the weak topology 
a(X, X’). 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let (K,),,n he a generalized sequence of compact subsets of’ 
G. [f H c A, is bounded and 
(i) lim, V supIS H jl (T,, Vf-f‘) xA 11, = 0 for all A E B,,(G), along the 
directed set D’and decreasing net (for inclusion) qf sets VE “L‘, 
(ii) ,&or every A EB,JG) the set 
HA= .f&:fEH 
is relatively compact (resp. relatively weakly compact) in X. Then TKz, I.(H) 
is relatively compact in Ce,(K,) (resp. gxO(K,)). 
Proof: The proof will be given in a few steps. First we shall show that 
the set 
T,z. v(H)(t) = IV-* PvNt) xdf): .f c Hi 
is relatively compact (resp. relatively weakly compact) in X for each t E G. 
If pV is a simple function, i.e., p V(t) = C:=, a,X,,(t), where A ;c V, then 
TK,,,,(H)(t)=CCCl ai{jr-A,f(s)dp(s):fEHj is relatively compact or 
weakly relatively compact by (ii). 
For the general case, let (p”,) be the same sequence as in the proof of 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. By the same arguments (f * p”,)(t) tends to Tkz, I/.f( t) 
in X uniformly for t E G. Then, by 1.5, Tka, ,,(H)(t) is relatively compact 
(resp. relatively weakly compact) in X for each t E G. Now assume 
that pV is continuous. Since p ,, has a compact support, it is uniformly 
continuous on G. Thus there exists a neighbourhood WE V such that 
sup,.oIp.(h,-t)-p,,(h,-t)j<~ for h,-h,E W. Then for h,,h,EK, 
and h, -h, E W, it holds that 
IITK,,vf(hi) - T,,vfh)ll 
d s Ilf(s)ll Ipv(h, -~~)-y.(h,--.~)l 44.~) (hl + V) ” (hz + V) 
GE s Ilfb)ll 44s) <&mK,+ vlIflln,. K,+ V 
In virtue of the boundedness of H in A,, this implies equicontinuity of the 
set Tk,,,,(H) in gx(K,). N ow applying Theorem 1.6 (Ascoli) and the first 
step of the proof, we get relative compactness of TKz, .(H) in %Yx(K,) (resp. 
%x&K,)). 
For arbitrary pV there exists a sequence (j’lf) of continuous functions 
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with supports contained in V which converges to p y in Lk. We shall show 
that II T,, J - (f * iC2 xK,II 1 -+ 0 uniformly for f E H. In fact 
s II (f * pv)(t) - (f * Lm(t)lI 4(t) Kr 
G K, ( s I G Ilf(s)ll IPv(t-s)-p”“,(f-~~)l &(s))44t) 
= s 5 ( Ilf(s)ll IPv(~-~)-iG(~--S)I 44)) 44t) K, K,+ V 
d s, IPAt) -PIG( 44f) jK 
3 
+ v Il.f(~)ll &(S)> 
which proves the desired result, in virtue of the boundedness of H in /1,, 
so in Lk too. 
By the preceding consideration {(f * p;) xK, : f~ H} is relatively com- 
pact in qx(K,) (resp. axe). Then {(f* p”,) xKz:fe H} is relatively 
compact in Li 1 K, since the embedding gx(K,) 4 Lkl K0 is continuous. In 
the second case, we assert that {(f * p”,) xK,: f~ H} is relatively weakly 
compact in Li ( Ku. Observe that, in this case we cannot argue similarly 
as in the first case and the proof of this assertion is a bit more subtle. It 
is trivial that, for every compact set L in wxO(K,), the set 
C = {f(t) lf~ L, t E K,} is compact in X,. Then L is included in the set 
10 c4~Jlfu) E c a.e.}, that is relatively weakly compact in Lk(K,) by 
virtue of a compactness result due to Castaing-Valadier [Z, Corollary V-4, 
p. 1303. It follows that the set {((f * j?“,) xK,: f E H} is relatively weakly 
compact in Lk(K,). Now, by virtue of Theorem lS(ii), TK,,v(H) is 
relatively compact (resp. relatively weakly compact) in LL. So it is obvious 
that (TK,.v(~)xA:~EH) is also relatively compact (resp. relatively weakly 
compact) in Lk( A) for all A E 9&,(G). Finally, by using assumptions (i) and 
(ii) of Theorem 1.5, we conclude that the set xa H= {fxA :SE H} is 
relatively compact (resp. relatively weakly compact) in L:(A) for all 
A E 9&J G). Therefore H 1 Km + v is uniformly integrable in Li 1 x,+ v. Now, 
applying Lemma 2.2, we get equicontinuity of T,, v(H) in gx(K,). Since 
TK,, v(H)(f) is relatively compact (resp. relatively weakly compact) in X, by 
Ascoli’s theorem we deduce that T,, v(H) is relatively compact in 9Zx(K,) 
(rev. gx,JK)). 
The following theorems give some characterizations of weak compact- 
ness in Lfy and norm-compactness in /1, via the convergence of convolu- 
tion or translation operator. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let (K,),,D be a generalized sequence c?f‘ compact .sets of’ 
G and H c L L.. Consider the following conditions : 
(1 ) H is bounded, 
(2) lim,,vswfEff IItS* P~~)x~,-J'II,.~~=~. 
(3 ) .fkw ever?’ A E &;,(G), the set 
is relatively% 0j X, X’)-compact. 
Then X is relatively weakly compact in Li. 
Pro@ By virtue of Lemma 2.4, and (1) and (3), the set 
T K,.I,(H)=~(J’*P~)~IK,:.~‘EH) 
is relatively compact in qXO(K,), so T,%, V (H) is relatively weakly compact 
in Lkl K, by arguments given in the proof of Lemma 2.4. Now, we deduce 
easily from Theorem lS(ii) and condition (2) that H is relatively weakly 
compact in L: 
The next theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for compact- 
ness of subsets of A,. via convolution or translation operator. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let (K,),,D be a generalized .sequencr of compact sets of’ 
G and H c A x. Consider the ,following conditions : 
( 1) H is bounded, 
(21 lb,, su~/t~/lT~,,~f-.f/lny=0, 
(2)’ lim,.o,h+c, swftfc IITtJ-ff‘l,,y=% 
(3) .for every A E Z&,(G), the set 
H,= .f 4:fEH 
1 
is relatively compact in X. 
Then bye have the following properties: 
A. If ( 1 ), (2), (3) are satisfied, then H is relatively compact in A,. [f 
A$ is a norming subspace of A, and JG p”(t) dp(t) = 1, and conditions (1), 
(2):, (3) are satisfied, then H is relatively compact in A,, 
B. If lim,, ,, T,$, “f’= f for every f E A,, then conditions (1 ), (2), (3) 
are necessary for relative compactness qf H in A y. 
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If the operators T&: A, -+ A, are continuous and limasD,h+,, T”K, f = f 
for every f E A,, then conditions (l), (2’), (3) are necessary for relative 
compactness of H in A,. 
Proof A. The first part is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.4, 
the inclusion VX(K,) 4 A, I k,, and Theorem lS(ii). The second part 
follows from the first part and Lemma 2.1. 
B. By virtue of Theorem 1.5(i) and Lemma 2.2(i), it is enough to 
check condition (3). But this is evident by continuity of the applications 
@f-J f4 (A E go(G)), 
A 
since from properties (a) and (c) of the space A,, we have 
ihA fdp < Ilf(Id~dmAIIXAfllnx~mAllflln,. i-jA 
Remark. It is possible to replace in the above theorems the operators 
T Km, v by convolution operator TV and restriction operator f ++ f I A. Thus 
we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let Hc A,. Consider conditions ( 1 ), (3) of Theorem 2.6 
and the following ones 
(4) limvsupf,, IITYf -fllnx = 0, along the decreasing net of sets 
belonging to V ; 
(4’) lim,,, sup/EH P‘+f -f(lnx=R 
(5) I& swffN Ilf -fxclln, = 0 along the increasing net of sets 
belongiong to X(G). 
A. Zf conditions (1) and (3) of Theorem 2.6 and (4), (5) are satisfied 
then H is relatively compact in A,. 
Jo p v(t) 44t) = 1 
If A$; is a norming subspace of A, and 
and conditions (1 ), (3), (4’), and (5) are satisfied then H 
is relatively compact in A,. 
B. Let H c AZ. Suppose that u is o-finite. If T,: A, + A, (resp. 
Th: A,-+ A,) are continuous and such that lim y T,f = f (resp. 
limheo Thf=f)foreveryfEA;, then conditions (l), (3), (4), (5) (resp. (l), 
(3), (4’) (5)) are necessary for relative compactness of H in A,. 
Proof: A. By (5) for every E > 0 there exists D,E X(G) such that 
SUP+ H Ilf~~~~,ll nx d 8. We shall show that lim y,B -o Supfen II TDe, Vf -f II nx 
= 0. We have 
IITDc.vf-f II/ix< II(Tvf) XG\EJI~~+ IITvf -f IlAx. (2.6.1) 
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But by (4) there exists WE V” such that 
ll(Tvf-.f) XGiD,lIny d I/TYf-.fllnx<t: 
for Vc W and all f~ H. Then 
Il(~v.f) xc;\ D,llA,d IIJXG DcllA1 + f; c 26 
for all ,f’~ H and Vc W. So, by (2.6.1) and (2.6.2) we obtain 
(2.6.2) 
sup II T,c. vf-.fll .d.\ 6 3~ fEH 
for Vc W. So we get A by Theorem 2.6A. 
B. Conditions (I) and (3) are a consequence of Theorem 2.6 whereas 
condition (4) or (4’) follows from Theorem 1.5(i). Since each element 
of H has absolutely continuous norm and H is compact, H is a set of 
functions with equicontinuous norms, i.e., lim,, _ 0 supfc H llfxA /I ,,y = 0 and 
lim. supfEH llf-.hllnx = 0 along the increasing net of sets D E gO( G). So 
for any E > 0 we find A E 9&(G) such that 
sup IlfxG~nlln~ <E. 
ftH 
(2.6.3 )
By o-finiteness of p, there exists a sequence (G,), G,E X(G), such that 
G,cG,c ... and p(G\Uz=, G,) = 0. Then ,uA = lim,, I p(A n G,,). There 
exists 6 > 0 such that 
sup IlfXDll /I* < E 
f~ H 
(2.6.4) 
if ,uD < 6. We can find an integer n and a compact set Cc A n G,, (by 
regularity of p) such that 
and AtA C--I G,,)\C) < 6. (2.65) 
Then, by virtue of (2.6.3), (2.65) we obtain 
sup llfx c\,cllnx~SUP Il.f.G~AIInx+~~P IIlL +4nG,,lln~ 
/E H faH lGH 
+ sup II fx (A n G,I ‘,A n y < 3&t 
.f‘t H 
which proves condition (5). 
Remark. In the paper [S], S. Goes and R. Welland have proved com- 
pactness criterion in Kiithe spaces of real functions using operators slightly 
different than T, ,,. 
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3. COMPACTNESS IN MUSIELAK-ORLICZ SPACES Lz 
Let in this part A” be a separable Banach space and p a Haar non- 
discrete, a-finite measure. Here we apply the results of the previous part to 
the generalized Orlicz spaces of vector functions, called Musielak-Orlicz 
spaces. Such spaces were exactly examined in papers [ 13, 14,7]. However, 
the compactness theorems of Kolmogorov and Riesz type have not been 
yet examined in such general spaces. 
Recall some notions and definitions. 
DEFINITIONS 3.1. The function @ : Xx G + [0, + cc ] is said to be a 
Young function if it satisfies the following conditions. There exists 
A E a(G), pA = 0, such that 
(i) @ is g(X) x99(G) measurable, where g(X) and g(G) are Bore1 
subsets of X and G, respectively. 
(ii) @(O, t) = 0, @( ., t): X+ [0, + co] is convex, even and lower 
semicontinuous for t E G\A. 
(iii) lim ,l.yll + m @(x, t) = cc and @( ., t) is continuous at zero for 
t E G\A. 
For a Young function @ let us define the space 
L$= 
i 
/~dz’(G.X):I&tf)=~ @(Af(t), t)dp(t)<cO 
G 
for some il > 0 dependent on f 
1 
, 
called the Musielak-Orlicz space and the space 
E$= {~EA!(G, X): I,(Aj)< co for allA>O} 
called the subspace of finite elements of LT. 
The space Lz, endowed with the norm 
lIfll,=inf{~~O:Z~(fl~)~ I)} (f G7 
is a Banach space. 
The following theorem, due to E. Giner [7], gives relations between L$ 
and the spaces Lf, and L,“. 
THEOREM 3.2. There exists an increasing sequence (Gj) such that 
G~EB,JG), p(G\Ui= 1 Gi)=O and 
xl&,” 4 xc& 4 xc,JG 
for all ie N. 
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Under some additional assumptions about the function @, the space ~5:’ 
becomes a Kiithe space in the sense of Definition 1.1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Consider the following conditions : 
(1) X4LTGXALfYfor every AE%,,(G); 
(1’) ,for every A E 9&(G) there exists a constant k 4 > 0 and a non- 
negative ,function h, E xa Lk such that 
k,ll-ull d@(.u, t)+h,,(t) 
fbr ull .Y E X und a.e. t E A ; 
(2) zaL2 CiXAL; for every AE%JG); 
(2’) for every A E&$,(G) there exists a constant I, > 0 such that 
J sup @(1,x, t) dp(t)< =c. A llrll < I 
Then (1 )o (1’) and (2) o (2’). Thus LT is u Kijthe space in the Sense of 
Definition 1.1 $f @ satisfies (1’) and (2’). 
ProoJ There are known general theorems giving necessary and suf- 
ficient conditions for inclusion L$ cs L> where @, , Qz are different Young 
functions (Theorem 1.8 in [14]). Recall that x~L$‘Gx~L~PX~ (AEWG)) iff 
there exist a constant k > 0 and a nonnegative function h E xA LL such that 
Qz(kx, t) 6 @,(x, t) + h(t) for every x E X and a.e. t E A. Applying this con- 
dition to Q1 = Cp and Qz(x, t) = IIxll, we obtain the equivalence (1) o ( 1’ ) 
immediately. 
Note that the space L .; is the Orlicz space Lr if we put 
Now, it is enough to put oz = @ and @, = YJ in the condition for 
inclusion, to get the equivalence (2) o (2’). 
COROLLARY 3.4. If a Young @ does not depend on parameter “t” i.e., 
there exists a Young function !P’: X--f [0, + x], such that @ = Y, then 
LT- LF is a K6the space in the sense of Definition 1.1. 
Prooj By the first part of (iii) in Definition 3.1 if l/.xII 2 k, then 
Y(X) 3 k, for some k,, kz >O. By convexity of Y for //.x/I 2 kZ we have 
Y(x) 3 (llxll/k2)~ ~(kzx/llxll) > (kllk2) llx//. So (k,/k,) llxll d Y(x) + k, for 
every x E X, which means condition ( 1’) of the above theorem and so (1). 
By continuity of Y at zero, we have sup,,\-,, <, Y(h) -C CC for some I > 0. 
It proves condition (2’) and so (2). Thus LT is a Kiithe space. 
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THEOREM 3.5. The space L$‘*, where @* is a conjugate function to @, i.e., 
@*(x’, t) = supxEx {(x, x’) - @(x, t)}, x’E X’, is an associate space to L$ 
in the sense of Definition 1.3. The space Lz,* is a norming subspace of the 
dual (Lz)‘. 
Proof: The first part is a result of Proposition 1.5 in [14], and the fact 
that a weak*-measurable function is strongly measurable if X’ is separable. 
See, e.g., [2,4]. By Proposition 1.6 in [ 141, it follows that the functional 
sup (f(t)> g(t)> 44t): Ilgll,* G 1 
3 
is an equivalent norm to 1) . (1 Q in Lz and the functional 
II g/l (L$’ = sup 
u 
(f(t)> s(t)> 44t): llfll~ 6 1 G 
is an equivalent norm to 11. 119* in L$. Hence it is easily seen that L’$ is 
a norming subspace of the dual (Lz)‘. 
THEOREM 3.6 [7]. For the Musielak-Orlicz space Lz, we have 
(L;)‘= E’& 
where (Lz)’ is a subspace of continuous elements in the sense of Definition 1.2. 
Now let us discuss some problems concerning the translation operator 
Th defined on LT. If the Young function @ does not depend on a 
parameter then IIThfllO=I/fIlo for fcL’$ and IIThf-fflG+O iff fEE$ 
[15]. In the case when @ depends on a parameter the situation is different. 
The translation Thf needn’t belong to L; if f E L$ and II TV-f I/@ needn’t 
tend to zero for f E Ez. However, there are known some characterizations 
of that function @ for which II Thf - f II@ + 0 for all f E Ez [ 10, 193. So, let 
us recall Theorem 2.1 from [lo]. 
THEOREM 3.7. Consider the following conditions : 
ti) lirnh+, IIT”f--fll@=Ofor allfEE;; 
(ii) there exist a constant k > 0, a neighbourhood WE Y, and a family 
kdhe W of nonnegative measurable functions such that 
,“gp, s G g/z(f) h t< ~0 and @(x, t i- h) < @(kx, t) + gJ,( t) 
for allxEX, hE W, anda.e. tEG; 
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(iii) there exist c > 0 and WE V such that 
sup II VII @ ,< c llfll Q (fe .l(G, Xl). 
II t w 
Then we have ,following implications: (ii) * (iii) + (i). If’ we assume addi- 
tionally 
1 @(x, t) h(t) < CE (XEX A E%(G)), (*I ‘4 
then the implication (i) + (ii) is satisfied too. 
ProoJ Although Theorem 2.1 in [lo] and Theorem I.4 in [ 191 have 
been proved for Lebesgue measure, they are also valid for a a-finite non- 
discrete Haar measure. So implications (ii) -+ (iii) -+ (i) follow from the 
mentioned theorems. 
Let Ez=cl(Lin{x~~:x~X, AEB,,(G), xx,+,~Ez}). We have s”,c ET. 
In Theorem 2.1 of [lo], it has been proved under assumption (*), that 
lim ,, _ o I/ Thf -,f // Q, = 0 for every f E E:“, implies (ii). So (i) -+ (ii) is satisfied 
too. 
COROLLARY 3.8. If condition (ii) about @ of the above theorem is 
.satisfied and Jo p”(t) dp(t) = 1, then T,,: LT + Lz is a continuous operator 
andlim,,T,,f=fforallfEE~. 
Proof This corollary is an immediate consequence of the above 
theorem, Lemma 2.1, and Theorem 3.5. 
THEOREM 3.9 (Riesz and Kolmogorov Compactness Theorem). Let 
~aL~wJhcJ& (AEON) and JopJt)du(t)= 1. Let HcLT. 
Consider the ,following conditions: 
(1) H is bounded, 
(2) lim. supfeH /I TVf - f /I@ = 0 along the decreasing net of sets 
belonging to “Y-, 
(2’) lim,,, SUP/sH llThf -fllrl,=Q 
(3) lim,. sup,,,Ilf - xcf I/@ = 0 along the increasing net of sets 
belonging to X(G), 
(4) ,for every A E.?&(G) the set 
H,= j fdu:fEH 
G 
is relatively compact in X. 
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I. If conditions (l), (3), (4), and (2) or (2’) are satisfied, then H is 
relatively compact in L$. 
II. Let H c Ez. If @ satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1 then condi- 
tions (1 ), (2), (2’), (3), and (4) are necessary for relative compactness of H. 
Proof: This theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2.7, 
3.5-3.7, and Corollary 3.8. 
Remark. If @ satisfies condition A, then E$ = Lz and in that case the 
above theorem becomes a compactness criterion of the subset in LT (for 
details about the condition A, see [13, 143). 
The above theorem generalizes many known results on compactness in 
the Lebesgue and Orlicz spaces (e.g., [ 151). Moreover it extends and com- 
pletes the known results in Lebesgue-Bochner and Orlicz-Bochner spaces 
[ 1, 3, 51 and also in Musielak-Orlicz spaces [ 10, 11, 17, 191. 
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